| Potential UHI LP indicator based on Jin & Anderson (2012, pp. 1161-1162) | EA1: Energy is associated with life, conditions, or feelings: Students state that the sunlight enables urban surfaces and air to become hot (by its presence) or cold (by its absence). Students fail to understand that the air continues to warm after the sun goes down. | EA2: Energy is associated with a physical necessity powering hidden processes or undergoing changes in hidden processes: Students state that sunlight energy is needed to heat materials in an urban environment, and that different materials absorb different amounts of this energy. Students begin to understand that energy is released from hot objects through invisible radiation. | EA3: Energy is associated with different sources: Students state that energy can come from sunlight or from hot urban surfaces that release infrared radiation. They understand that radiation from the sun can warm surfaces (differentially), and radiation from surfaces can warm the air. | EA4: Energy is associated with its transfer and transformation through different materials: Students state that sunlight is absorbed by urban surfaces (differentially), transforming into sensible or latent heat, kinetic energy, and infrared radiation. This energy can then be transferred to other surfaces, the atmosphere, or space. |
| Potential UHI LP indicator based on Jin & Anderson (2012, pp. 1161-1162) | ET1: Energy is traced using a cause-effect chain, with actions, functions, physical | ET2: Energy is traced through mixing processes between materials and energy: | ET3: Energy is traced through conversions in physical processes: Students state that light | ET4: Energy is traced through transformations and transfers among different materials: |
“ET” stands for energy tracing interaction, or conditions acting as causal mechanisms: Students state that sunlight provides surfaces with the conditions for getting hot. They hit/touch surfaces, move inside of them, and are used up or move into the environment.

Students describe processes in which sunlight is mixed with surface materials to make heat. The heat can then move and combine with the air, which becomes warmer. Energy may turn into heat or radiation, which is released into the environment. However, students fail to use the law of conservation of energy consistently as a constraining principle.

Students explain how radiation is absorbed or reflected from the sun, depending on the properties of surface materials. After materials absorb radiation, energy can be transferred to the air through convection or evapotranspiration, or to air or other surfaces through radiation. Students use the law of conservation of energy consistently to explain the urban surface-air energy budget.

Potential UHI LP indicator about the role of different materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential UHI LP indicator about the role of different materials</th>
<th>M1: Materials are treated as actors that become warm when enablers like sunlight are present.</th>
<th>M2: Materials are used to explain that some surfaces become warmer than other surfaces in response to sunlight, causing a warmer environment.</th>
<th>M3: Materials are used to explain that different surfaces absorb, retain, and transfer different amounts of energy, which then heats the environment differentially.</th>
<th>M4: Materials are used to explain how and why different surfaces absorb, retain, and transfer different amounts of energy throughout the day.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

“M” stands for materials

Potential UHI LP indicator about the role of vegetation and water in the urban heat island

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential UHI LP indicator about the role of vegetation and water in the urban heat island</th>
<th>VW1: Vegetation and water are identified as factors that enable environments to be</th>
<th>VW2: Vegetation and water are used to describe landscapes that do not absorb as much</th>
<th>VW3: Vegetation and water are used to explain how vegetation provides shade,</th>
<th>VW4: Vegetation and water are used to explain how vegetation provides shade, lowering surface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### Potential UHI LP indicator about mitigation strategies for the urban heat island effect

| MS1: Students are aware that there are factors that contribute to the heat island effect, but they are not able to identify specifics. | MS2: Students are able to identify the sources that contribute to the UHI (e.g. pavement, lack of vegetation), but are not able to explain how they influence the urban heat island effect. | MS3: Students are able to identify sources that contribute to the UHI effect (e.g. pavement, lack of vegetation), and explain how these sources contribute to the UHI effect, but are not able to use models to predict outcomes of changes to the sources. | MS4: Students are able to use models to predict outcomes when given various scenarios about changing attributes of a UHI (e.g. a park densely populated with trees is converted into an athletic stadium with large parking lots). |
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